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Maggie is a modern day woman with all her flaws, thrust back into a time when men were carving

out the history of America. She has just enough knowledge of the past to know trouble is coming,

yet soon she is kicking herself for not paying better attention in history class. Captured by Winn, a

warrior who is torn between his duty to kill her and his desire to keep her, she is thrust into a life she

had only read about in history books. Winn is a seventeenth century Paspahegh warrior, born in a

time before the English settlers arrived on the shores of Tsenacomoco. He has learned the ways of

the English and uses his knowledge to ensure the survival of his people, but when he finds a

wounded woman in the woods his loyalty is put to the ultimate test.  Hunted and feared by both the

Powhatan and the English, Maggie struggles to find a way home while Winn plots to keep her there.

Maggie fights to survive as she finds herself entangled in the Massacre of 1622, and Winn sees

everything he ever believed in shattered by the knowledge she holds. With ties to both the past and

future, Maggie and Winn's lives unfold among the stirrings of a new nation. They risk everything to

survive as the once powerful Powhatan Nation crumbles and the English build a country from the

ashes.Time Walkers The Complete Collection includes:The Legend of the BloodstoneReturn of the

Pale FeatherOf Vice and VirtueA Tale of Oak and MistletoePraise for the Time Walkers series:The

Legend of the Bloodstone - 2013  Breakthrough Novel Award, QuarterfinalistA Tale of Oak and

Mistletoe - 2013 RWA/NYC We Need a Hero Contest, Finalist"Time travel and romance converge in

this tale of star-crossed love" - Publishers Weekly on The Legend of the Bloodstone"This was

beautiful! Time Travel at its best!"- Romance Novels in Color"Absolutely consuming" -  reviewer"I

love this series. I didn't want it to end!" -  Reviewer"I can easily see where this story could be a

fantastic movie." -  Reviewer"My complaint with this book is I couldn't stop reading this one and the

next one in the series which resulted in late nights and tired mornings!!" -  Reviewer"An epic

historical saga in brilliant cinematic technicolor" -  reviewer
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I am very glad I purchased the "Time Walkers Complete Collection". After reading the first book as a

free download, I knew I wanted to continue the saga."The Time Walkers" is more than just a time

travel book, it is also a historic saga and love story that centers around 17th century native

Americans interaction with the English and Norse immigrants. It includes historical events that

makes this feel more like non-fiction.The writing is excellent and I only found a few typos in the

editing. By the time I finished the boxed set, I really felt like I knew each character personally. This

saga is filled with passion, anger, drama, joy, conflict, survival, history, relationship, sorrow and

grief.This book is a fast ride that I highly recommend.

I'm now on the third book in this collection. I am hooked. I enjoy "time travel" stories (I know, I'm a

geek), but this one has a unique approach and I really love how the author developed the

characters and the storyline. We get to see the characters as they grow and change; shed tears at

their losses and celebrate their triumphs. One of the things I really enjoy most about time-travel

fiction is the weaving of a fictional storyline with fictional characters while keeping elements of

historical significance in the story.This series focuses on red-haired and emotional based Maggie,

who travels through time accidently via a "bloodstone." She meets and falls in love with an Indian

warrior who turns out to be the son of the family friend who helped to raise her in the future. The

author involves us in the lives and emotions of the characters. I've really enjoyed reading this series

and hope to read other books by E.B. Brown.



An incredible saga of Norsemen, the first native Americans and the Englishmen who where all

fighting for a place in the new America. The story starts in the 21st century as Maggie has just lost

her grandfather. Maggie leaves the house with her Uncle Marcus yelling after her. Maggie cleaned

what she could throughout the day trying to make decisions as what to fix first in the old barn.

Reaching down to pull some odd looking rocks into her sweatshirt, she cuts her hand and feels her

world go dark. When she awakes the world she knew is gone, no barn, no house and the day got

worse as a huge bear starts to come toward her. As she backs away from the bear, a Indian man

try's to save her from the attacking bear telling her to move in his language. When she does not

understand him he tells her again in passable English. This is her first meeting with Winn as they

start her new journey into the past. This writer uses her knowledge of Indian life, historical events

and her imagination to give readers an incredible story. It is worth more than 5 stars.

This is my first time reading this Author, and I must confess how impressed I am with Ms. Brown's

translations and interpretations of early Native American culture and languages. Her ability and

talent to paint a picture are second only to Diana Gabaldon (Outlander). So precise and exact to

bring such real authenticity to this story. Her interpretations are brilliantly convincing.The great

James Michener once wrote: ----ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“When I approach the closing pages of a great

novel, a feeling of profound regret comes over me, for I realize I am about to sever a relationship

with characters I have grown to love. And to abandon a corner of the world in which I have spent

rewarding weeks, months and even years, for I read slowly and carefully. I feel, when the pages

dwindle, as if something good were being stolen from me, something precious that would not be

replaced. You may laugh at what I say next, but when I realize how few pages are left I ration

myself, only so many each day, and when the final one looms, and I close the book, I stare at the

back for many minutes, aware that something precious has touched my life.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•--- I

don't think anybody could've said it better.Ms. Brown so capably conveyed this epic historical saga

in brilliant cinematic technicolor; of a 21st century woman struggling in early 17th century and

striving to adapt and survive. Throughout her ordeal, she's defiant and refuses to submit to a mere

man. The only downside were not knowing the approximate ages of our two main characters. Not

once were we told how old Maggie is. But I loved this saga in its entirety. I laughed and cried. I

loved Winn's profound patience and wisdom. I loved Maggie's stubbornness and fiery personality

that get's her into so much trouble. The growth and change and action and adventure and suspense

are oh so intoxicating and intense. In little time I was visually connected and invested to all the

characters, but most especially to our two protagonists and their plight. And for the life of me I



cannot fathom anyone who's read this saga to give it anything less than 4 stars. But, I guess if you

take a dozen different readers, you're gonna get a dozen different opinions on the same story. Oh

well...now I must adapt and go through withdrawals, missing my friends.

I read the 1st book and was drawn in with by Winn & Maggie. I finished it and immediately bought

the entire set. I like reading good Time Travel as the different mores and customs of the times

exchanged when done properly really elevate the story. E.B. Brown did a great job and wove

history, legend, and family into a great romance. The actual ending pages still resonate in my mind

and were absolutely perfect. Thank you.

I like historical fiction. I had not-so-great history classes in both high school and college. My interest

in history has been renewed through historial fiction. This author used events, characters, time lines,

and general information that I was able to find; thus adding to my own personal research. If you like

to research and want information about the Tidewater Virginia Powatan Indian Tribes, their living

habits, interactions with the Jamestown Colony,and a plausable depictation of thier eventual

demise, these books provide that, along with time travel, Nordic "Magic", and love stories. Heavy on

the love scenes.
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